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Ataturk the biography of the founder of modern turkey - ataturk the biography of the founder of modern turkey andrew mango on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers in this major new biography of mustafa kemal atat rk and the first to appear in english based on turkish sources, ataturk a biography of mustafa kemal father of modern - still the best biography of the founder of modern turkey i reread this because erdogan and the akp party are trying to undo most of the reforms introduced by ataturk and revert turkey to an islamic neo ottoman mediocrity, mustafa kemal ataturk president non u s biography - mustafa kemal ataturk was a revolutionary who helped establish the republic of turkey he was turkey s first president and his reforms modernized the country, mustafa kemal atat rk wikipedia - mustafa kemal atat rk m s t f k m l t t r k turkish musta fa ce mal a taty c 19 may 1881 conventional 10 november 1938 was a turkish field marshal revolutionary statesman author and founder of the republic of turkey serving as its first president from 1923 until his death in 1938 ideologically a secularist and nationalist his, ataturk creator of modern turkey columbia university - the founder of the turkish republic and its first president stands as a towering figure of the 20th century among the great leaders of history few have achieved so much in so short period transformed the life of a nation as decisively and given such profound inspiration to the world at large, kemal ataturk biography reforms death facts - kemal atat rk kemal ataturk soldier statesman and reformer who was the founder and first president 1923 38 of the republic of turkey, atat rk s reforms wikipedia - atat rk s reforms turkish atat rk devrimleri were a series of political legal religious cultural social and economic policy changes that were designed to convert the new republic of turkey into a secular modern nation state and implemented under the leadership of mustafa kemal atat rk in accordance with the kemalist ideology central to these reforms were the belief that turkish, turkish newspapers and news sites world - list of turkish newspapers magazines and news sites in english as well as turkey news headlines, mustafa kemal atat rk wikipedia wolna encyklopedia - mustafa kemal ataturk ur 19 maja 1881 w salonikach zm 10 listopada 1938 w stambule tureckie polityk wojskowy m stanu wsp tw rca i pierwszy prezydent republiki turcji od 1923 do mierci 1938 w trakcie wojny wiatowej by jednym z wa niejszych dow dc w armii imperium osma skiego po kl sce w wojnie sprzeciwi si rozbiorom turcji i stan na czele wojny o, mustafa kemal atat rk wikid ia - mustafa kemal atat rk fonctions pr sident de la r publique de turquie 29 octobre 1923 10 novembre 1938 15 ans et 12 jours lection 29 octobre 1923 r lection 1 er novembre 1925 4 mai 1931 1 er mars 1935 premier ministre ali fethi okyar smet n n celal bayar pr d cesseur lui m me pr sident de la grande assembl e nationale de turquie successeur mustafa abd lhalik renda, royalty nu sultans of the ottoman empire history of turkey - the ottoman empire arose from a turkish principality founded in anatolia asia minor at the end of the 13th century when the empire of the seljuk turks had collapsed and the byzantine empire was crumbling the ottoman or osmanli turks were named after the founder of the royal dynasty osman i uthman in arabic whose descendants reigned for more than 600 years, list of suggested heroes ordered by popularity - heroes were these people heroes or were they just normal people in some cases just doing their jobs suggest a hero for this list hero name, bill moyers journal watch listen pbs - with economic political and social strife across the globe prominent religious scholar karen armstrong discusses our human commonalities and her work on an international charter for compassion